Tsipouro Tirnavou Katsaros Family (with anise)
Classification: Tsipouro with Geographical Indication Tirnavos
Country of origin: Greece
Grape variety: 100% Muscat of Hamburg
Alcohol content: 42%
Distillation and aging process:
By selecting the best Muscat grapes which experts define as one of the oldest
varieties, we create unique and authentic spirit with rich flavor and natural taste. This
quality is achieved by using seeds and herbs harvested with great care.
The distillation is filled with the fiery freshness of anise and become one with the
rich flavor of Muscat grape variety.
For the production of 1 liter tsipouro 5 kilograms of grapes are used. This ensures the
quality of the product. The drink is produced only in Greece, as the European Union
recognizes this right through the ‚trademarks of origin programme.
After distillation, the heart of the distillate is diluted with purified water then filtered
and it ages in stainless steel tanks.
Tsipouro Tirnavou Katsaros Family will charm with its magic every connoisseur of
the unique quality!
Tasting notes:
• Color: bright water-white
• Nose: Elegant nose with sweet aromas of anise & fennel.
• Palate: Velvety aniseed taste of marc of Muscat Tirnavos variety with long lingering aftertaste
Pairings: Enjoy it with Greek traditional cold & hot mediterranean dishes or mixed in inspired cocktails.
Serving temperature: Cool at about 10 ° C
Producer: KATSAROS DISTILLERY keeps the brunt of a heavy history of 160 years. It is a four
generations family run located in Tirnavos. It is the oldest distillery of ouzo in Greece and the world,
since there was born Ouzo, this national product. Here we continue to distill as then, since 1856.With soul
and vision, we put the handcrafted copper stills in modern facilities, here in Tirnavos and made our
production possible. Since 1930, our spirits walk all around the world and we make sure they go even
further. Our spirits, which won medals and quality distinctions in exhibitions worldwide from 1889 till
today, shine like bright stars justifying our labors. During this long journey we travel along with our Ouzo,
Tsipouro, Liqueur, Ouzo Triple Distilled and Aged Tsipouro trying not to be just winners, but to dominate.

KATSAROS NIKOLAOS & Co. The oldest ouzo distillery in the world
7th KLM TIRNAVOU-LARISAS - 40100 TIRNAVOS, GREECE
web: www.ouzotirnavou.gr, www.jivaeri.com, www.katsarosdistillery.com

